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Robin Hood is a shady guy. He is a liminal figure, operating on the margins of society and of scholarship, refusing to adhere to simple definitions.
Robin Hood is an outlaw who defends his king, a devout Christian who
terrorizes ecclesiastics, and a prankster who enforces morality. He is a
murderer, a thief, and a hero. In scholarship, he lurks in the disciplinary margins between literature, folklore, and history, as well as between
medieval and early modern periods, court and popular cultures, and
manuscript and print texts. And yet despite his ambiguous nature, Robin
Hood was—and continues to be—an important figure in the English
popular imagination. As A. J. Pollard says simply, “Everyone knows the
story of Robin Hood” (). But which story? And which Robin Hood? And
from where did these stories come? A small industry has been created
in trying to trace the characters, places, and events to historically verifiable antecedents, but the definitive proof of a historical Robin Hood has
proven elusive. Nevertheless, in his book Imagining Robin Hood: e Late | Rogers
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Medieval Stories in Historical Context, Pollard has taken on the challenge
of considering the historicity of the Robin Hood stories. Pollard’s idea
of history does not involve, however, making further attempts to verify
historical data behind the literature but involves a broader inquiry that
considers social and cultural history as it is embedded in the tales.
Pollard’s study looks at the ways in which the Robin Hood stories of
the late medieval period reflect fifteenth-century England. e book is a
thorough examination of the social and political context in which the tales
circulated and the ways in which Robin Hood stories preserve this context.
Pollard considers both the general and specific aspects of the fifteenth-century construction of the legend. One of his most useful chapters is simply
on Robin Hood’s status as a yeoman, a rather confusing and ill-defined
character in late-medieval culture. A member of the “middling classes,”
the yeoman was part of a social category in medieval culture which itself
tends to be confusing and ill-defined. Pollard’s careful delineation of what
a yeoman was and was not clarifies many aspects of the role, although the
truth remains that the term was used in a number of different ways. In
Robin Hood’s case, Pollard posits that he was a forester-yeoman, a role
that allowed him an elevated level of autonomy and yet still designated
him as a legitimate and contributing member of society. e fact that such
men tended to live in the forest, like many outlaws did, explains in part the
weird conflation in the Robin Hood character of outlaw and hero qualities.
For Pollard, this class designation of the yeoman establishes much of the
ambiguity of the Robin Hood figure: “He is both of intermediary rank and
intermediary status,” he concludes, “e liminal character of this situation means that Robin Hood is a hero cut for all” (). us, Robin’s social
position is the entry point for his subversive role, a fact that may reflect
late-medieval anxiety about the middling class itself.
Pollard’s book goes on to consider other aspects of Robin Hood as a
representative of late medieval class politics and ideals, specifically looking at the character’s symbolic relationship to the church, the throne, and
late medieval civic authorities like fraternities. As the tag “steals from
the rich and gives to the poor” indicates, we expect Robin Hood to have
a subversive relationship with authority, who are by and large “the rich.”
But Pollard points out that this aspect of Robin Hood is not really part of
the late-medieval stories (nor is the phrase found in them) and that Robin
Hood’s relationship with authority is much more complex. While he seems
to react against the corruption of crown and church, Robin Hood actually
reinforces royal and religious authority if it is just and fair. Furthermore,
Pollard’s book explores Robin Hood’s associations with fraternal societies
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and guilds and notes that as a “good fellow” he often enforces the communal standards of these social authorities for the “middling sorts.” Ultimately,
Pollard concludes that there is not one Robin Hood, but several () and
that the character is as complex and contradictory as late-medieval society
itself could be (–).
Pollard approaches Robin Hood as a historical trope, not a historical truth. He believes that we can locate the stories within a “collective
memory” of a specifically “English Past” that is revealed by “the setting
and incidental detail” of the stories. is means that not only are we reading the late-medieval past in the stories, but we are also reading the latemedieval idea of the past (–). Pollard demonstrates that the stories
that survive from the s are depicting a mythical “Merrie” England
built on the idea of a thirteenth-century past but actually reflecting a
fifteenth-century romantic notion of English identity. In the creation of
this fictional space and place, Pollard demonstrates how fifteenth-century
Britons encoded their ideal vision of society and how we can now decode
that vision to illuminate the late-medieval world in which the surviving
tales actually circulated. He suggests that “attitudes to the past are as much
to do with the present as with the past itself ” (), and this has the effect
of validating even the “false” history in the Robin Hood stories as being
historically significant; we can consider the question as to why and how
history is fictionalized as a historical issue itself. In terms of the Robin
Hood tradition, this question is relevant to our own cultural interpretations of the tale as well as those of the fifteenth century, and this is what
makes Pollard’s study immediately relevant to our own culture. With film,
literature, animation, and games still employing the mythical figure, we
must ask what of our own history is being embedded in the old stories.
What visions of ourselves, real or imagined, are we inscribing when we
read and write Robin Hood? What do we leave behind when we tread
through the old material that will inform future readers not only about him
but about us? is issue is what may make the study especially useful for
undergraduate teachers of history and literature who frequently struggle
with students resisting early texts on the grounds that the material is not
relevant to their own lives. Pollard’s book presents a successful argument
against such resistance, and he does so in clear, accessible prose that is
not over-burdened with scholarly apparatus.
Specialists may find the book overly simple in this respect, but the
arguments of the book, while simply presented, are not reductive or shallow. It is an excellent introduction to Robin Hood studies that also makes
some strong interpretive points that stand on their own merit.
 | Rogers
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Pollard’s book presents a way we can still read history into figures
that were—and still are—of obvious cultural importance and yet cannot
be definitively anchored in the empirical methods of historical inquiry.
Pollard turns the historical disadvantage of Robin Hood stories—their
slipperiness—into an advantage. With their fluidity, they absorb and preserve those ephemeral psychological aspects of social history. e tales
reflect the attitudes, emotions, and beliefs of late medieval England, which
involves the dreams and aspirations of a people, not just their realities.
Pollard finds these fragments of late-medieval culture preserved in the
Robin Hood tradition like flies in amber; the “infinitely variable” () and
protean stories have hardened around the fifteenth-century readership
and have crystallized these small bits of their social history that might
have flown away.
Janine Rogers
Mount Allison University

Richard Cavell. McLuhan in Space: A Cultural Geography.
Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2002.
Richard Cavell’s McLuhan in Space makes a unique contribution to the
revival of Marshall McLuhan that has taken place over the past decade.
ese recent academic explorations of McLuhan’s legacy are committed
to putting his work back into circulation after a long period of dismissal in
North America. Most of these works are intended to situate McLuhan as
Canadian scholar of popular and international repute. In many cases, this
occurs by linking McLuhan’s writing to the literary, historical, and cultural
figures who informed him as well as to those whom he influenced. Most
laudable are efforts to contextualize and explicate McLuhan’s aphoristic
writing, which is often condensed and at times confusing.¹
Cavell’s reassessment locates McLuhan as an important precursor to
critical cultural geographers like Henri Lefebvre, David Harvey, Geraldine
Pratt, and Derek Gregory. eir work considers the political, economic,
 See Gary Genosko, McLuhan and Baudrillard: e Masters of Implication (Lon-

don: Sage, ); Paul Grosswiler, Method is the Message: Re-thinking McLuhan
rough Critical eory (Montreal and New York: Black Rose Books, );
Janine Marchessault, Marshall McLuhan (London: Sage, ); Judith Stamps,
Unthinking Modernity: Innis, McLuhan, and the Frankfurt School (Montreal:
McGill-Queens Press, ); Nick Stevenson, Understanding Media Cultures
(London: Sage, ); Glenn Willmott, McLuhan, or Modernism in Reverse
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, ).
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